 Mehidy lifts Bangladesh to first innings win, series sweep

Tigers bow out visitors for 111 and 213 runs on third day

ABU DHABI: Leg-spinner Taslim Shamsi has set the benchmark for the fastest to reach 200 Test wickets as he holds the record of 182.8 overs. He is also the second-fastest to reach 200 Test wickets.

Shamsi, who is six and a half feet tall, has an experience of 17 Tests in which he has taken 203 wickets. He took his 200th Test wicket in his 182.8 overs, breaking the record of Shane Warne who took his 200th Test wicket in 296.3 overs.

Shamsi’s achievement came against Australia XI on Saturday. After being dropped for this week’s first Test, Shamsi has decided to play the second Test as he is set to return to form before the series-deciding third and final Test against New Zealand.
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